Baldwins Rules for Ring Closure:


- All **exo-tet** reactions are *favored*.

- **5-endo-tet** and **6-endo-tet** reactions are *disfavored*.

- All **exo-trig** reactions are *favored*.

- **3-endo-trig**, **4-endo-trig**, and **5-endo-trig** reactions are *disfavored*; **6-endo-trig** and **7-endo-trig**, etc. reactions are *favored*. 
• 3-exo-dig and 4-exo-dig reactions are disfavored; 5-exo-dig, 6-exo-dig, 7-exo-dig, etc. reactions are favored.
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• All endo-dig reactions are favored.
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